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Summary 
Sciences in medicine and nursing have cooperatively developed on the base of the modern science. 
The science has limited methodology to explain the causal relationship for objects by drawing out 
quantitative principles from their observable phenomena. The medical and nursing science， however， 
so far as the methodology is applied， leave the c1ient humanity behind tracing the diagnosis and the 
treatment of disease. 
N ow， nursing care should be changed at least its view-point to the human science in place of the 
logical science. ln this regard， new science for nursing has broken out and was reviewed at various 
angles. 
N akamura postulated the new phrase “knowledge of c1inical science" against the traditional 
“knowledge of science." Besides， Carper postulated “knowledge of nursing" in place of “knowledge 
of c1inical science." On the base of the last phrase， the ideal nurse-c1ient relationship at the bedside 
should not be one-sided from nurses to c1ients， but on an equal level each other. 
